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A creative talent agency, a lifestyle magazine, a platform for photography, and a full-time mother:
Ania Orlowska is juggling a lot of balls at once. How does she do it !?
Since couple of months Ania has been a blogger at Fabulouscity, but also has a busy life as an
entrepreneur. Today we dive into her journey from Poland to the Caribbean to Amsterdam.
A MAGNET FOR TALENT
Let's start from the beginning. Ania is from Poland and has always been interested in traveling and
discovering the world. Thus she lived in Sydney, San Francisco, the Caribbean, and now she has
settled down with her family in Amsterdam. In addition to traveling, Ania has a strong passion for
creativity and culture. "I never thought I was creative, I don’t do any drawing or painting, for
example. But I found out that I'm good at organising and managing. During the travelling I met
many inspiring artists and I got incredibly positive energy from them. For a long time I walked
around with the idea of combining my skills with creative talents. "
After traveling, Ania founded the Orlowska Agency: an agency for, among others, visual artists,
musicians and photographers. “Everyone I represent has a unique talent. I have an eye for quality
and enthusiasm to help artists to use their talents successfully. Consequently, creating a concept

like The Orlowska Agency makes me very passionate. I help not only artists but also customers to
find the talent they need. I connect the dots! For example, one of my artists is an amazing violinist.
She is great in improvisation with a DJ and that mix of creativity produces incredibly surprising
results. "
In addition, Ania started her own magazine about life on the tropical islands around the world Bassculture Islands. "Life on the island feels like a real paradise, I think that is why it appeals to so
many people. In the magazine you won’t find usual stories you read in regular magazines, but
inspirational content for dreaming away. "

CREATIVE MATCHMAKER
Nowadays everyone has access to professional photography equipment, everyone can call himself
a photographer. With her company Booking a Photographer, a photographer booking platform,
Ania searches talented photographers and acts as a matchmaker between them and clients.
"Photography is a form of art. A good picture requires an eye for detail and a unique style.” In order
to get to know this style, Ania makes sure she is familiar with the photographer’s skills. "This allows
me to know if the photographer is able to make somebody feel comfortable when shooting and
what kind of customer can benefit from his/her expertise.”
CREATE BALANCE
As an independent entrepreneur, you can make your own decisions, according to Ania, that gives
you a completely different feeling than when you have a boss. However, this freedom is also a
source of uncertainty. "Your work starts when you get up and end when you go to bed, you can not
stop work at 5 o'clock because you always have emails and administrative issues." The line

between private and work is very thin as an entrepreneur and can bring a lot of stress. "I'm trying to
plan everything so I have enough time for my family."
How do you deal with that uncertainty and stress? "I think it's very important to take enough
breaks. For example, when the sun shines, I go out to meditate, to empty my head. One needs to
set priorities: first things first and the first thing is your peaceful soul. "

YOU ARE NOT A UNICORN
Many people find it difficult to actually implement an idea for a product or service. Where do you
start? These are Ania's tips to overcome these fears:
Stop thinking. Start doing: The reason that many wonderful ideas never come alive is because
we think too much and too long about the outcome and the obstacles. "At school, we learn that we
need to write business plans on how to get there. Just start off to get your motivation and
inspiration going further. Eventually you learn what works and does not work. But if you think about
it too long, you lose momentum and it probably will never happen. “
You are not a unicorn: Accept that most likely there already are products that look like your idea.
The art is to put your own signature on the idea. It's unique because you made it.
Do it because you love it: Do not start a business to make a profit. Working out your idea takes a
lot of time and money. When you do it with passion and love it you will not mind whatever the
outcome.

INSPIRATION OVER EMAILS
At this moment, Ania hopes to inspire her team to help even more creative talents. "My goal is not
to send as many e-mails as possible per day. I want to be a leader for my team and the artists,
motivating them to work together. "

Want to know more about Ania Orlowska? Are you curious what talents Ania works with?
Visit the websites:
TheOrlowska.com
BookingaPhotographer.com

